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Something New 
In The Torque Converter 
You're probably wondering, "Why lock up the 
torque converter? The simplest answer is 
"fuel economy," but there·s more to the lock
up story than that. 

The idea of the lock-up torque converter isn't 
new - it's been around for a number of years. 
But it's a higher cost feature, and its use was 
limited to special vehicle applications. How
ever, with the rise in cost of gasoline and the 
increased problems in obtaining good fuel 
economy, the lock-up converter now becomes 
a worthwhile feature for the TorqueFlite 
Transmission. 
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Benefits of the lock-up system are th reef old: 
1) Better fuel economy. 
2) Lower transmission operating temperature 

during highway operation. 
3) Less engine speed during highway 

operation. 

Although these benefits may seem small, in the 
long run they amount to significant savings for 
the car owner. In addition, the lock-up feature 
is added with no loss whatever m the normal 
smooth operation of the TorqueFlite Transmis
sion In fact, most car drivers will not be aware 
of the lock-up action at all. 
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A TORQUE CONVERTER 
IS BASICALLY 
TWO FANS-------------------

The two-fan example of a "fluid coupling" is 
technically just the same as a torque converter. 
If you use a denser fluid, oil instead of air, you 
get a firmer, more powerful drive with less slip
page, but the principle is the same. Keeping 
this principle in mind will help you understand 
the automotive torque converter and why the 
lock-up feature is desirable. 

Fig. 1 - A torque converter is similar to two fans, one 
powering the other. 

IMP l �LW, I E TUR 
In a conventional torque converter (Fig 2), the 
driving fan, welded to the converter shell, is 
always turning at the same speed as the engine. 

And although that · neck" sticking out on the 

right looks like it's driving the transm1ss1on, it's 
not. It just drives the front oil pump in the 

transm1ss1on ,  nothing else. The actual outRut 
of the converter and ini:>ut to the transmission 
is a splined shaft inside the 'neck. 

ENGINE 1 
ROTATION 

Fig. 2 - Torque converter shell is bolted directly to the 
engine, turns at engine speed. 

CONVENTIONAL TORQUE CONVERTER IS A 
TR E F UID COUPLING 
In a conventional converter (Fig. 3), notice that 
the impeller, "Fan #1," drives the turbine, "Fan 
#2, by means of an oil coupling only. There·s 
no direct mechanical link at all between the 
engine and the transmission 

Fig. 3- Conventional converter has 011 coupling only
there·s no direct mechanical link. 

CD 
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OIL CAN CAUSE A DRAG 
A simple fluid coupling, however, can suffer 
certain power losses if the driving oil flows 
back and impedes the driving "fan." This prob
lem is overcome by adding a third element to 
the system - the stator. 

Ftg 4 - In a simple fluid coupling, the "driving'" oil can 
flow back and Interfere wrth the driving ··ran." 

2 
STATOR PROVIDES 
TORQUE 

I MULTIPLICATION ______ _ 

As its name suggests, the stator works while it's 
standing still. Although the stator is free to 
rotate forward when the oil flow hits the back 
sides of the stator vanes (direct drive), during 
acceleration the oil flow is on the front sides of 
the stator vanes. This oil pressure tries to turn 
the stator backward, but a one-way clutch pre
vents backward rotation of the stator. 

Fig 5 - In a torque converter, the stator re-directs the 
driving oil in a helping drrectron back into the 
impeller. 

OIL FLOW DURING ACCELERATION 
When the engine speeds up for acceleration in 
low gear, the impeller, of course, speeds up the 
same as the engine. In the torque converter, 
the oil is forced violently into and out of the 
turbine and against the front of the stator 
vanes. This forces the stator into lock, and the 
stator vanes now re-direct the oil flow in a 
helQing direction back into the im�eller. 

The impeller, in turn, uses the re-directed oil to 
push the turbine and the cycle is repeated. 

TORQUE MULTIPLICATION 
With the addition of the stator, the total push 
finally given to the impeller is greatly 
increased. 

When the turbine is turning slowly and the 
impeller is turning fast, the torgue at the reac
tion shaft may be several times the torque input 
from the engine. 

You can remember it this way: When there is a 
great difference between impeller speed and 
turbine speed, the oil flow locks the stator and 
torque multiplication occurs. 
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On the other hand, when the impeller and tur
bine speeds are closer together, the oil flow 
tends to pull the stator in the forward direction. 
The stator's overrunning clutch now permits 
forward rotation of the stator - in effect, let-

. ting the stator "coast along" with the oil flow. 

FLUID COUPLINGS ALL SLIP A LITTLE 
Although fluid couplings provide smooth, 

CHRYSLER'S 
LOCK-UP 

shock-free power and torque transfer, it is nat
ural for all fluid drives to slip somewhat, even 
in direct drive. 

In the past, a small amount of slippage in direct 
drive was tolerated, because the potential sav
ings in fuel did not justify the added expense of 
a lock-up feature. Present conditions, however, 
have changed that understanding. 

3 TORQUE CONVERTER----------

With a conventional converter in direct drive, 
both the impeller and the turbine are rotating 
at approximately the same speed. The stator is 
freewheeling, and no torque multiplication is 
produced or needed. However, as we have 
noted, the fluid coupling part of the torque 
converter still allows a slight amount of slip
page between its members. 

If we can now lock the turbine and the impeller 
together, we can achieve a condition of zero 
slippage in direct drive. 

·-w PISTON LOCKS TURBINE TO IMPELLER 
Chrysler engineers added a moveable piston to 
the turbine, and opposite the piston they added 
friction material to the inside of the impeller 
housing. 

THRUST WASHER 
ASSEMBLY 

t t 
PISTON TURBINE STATOR 

IMPELLER 

l 

Fig. 6- New lock-up converter has clutch to lock turbine 
to impeller in direct dnve. 

Fig. 7 - Lock-up frtct1on material 1s bonded inside impel
ler front cover. 

Now, by means of oil pressure, the turbine pis
ton can be forced against the impeller friction 
material resulting in total converter lock-up. 
This is done in direct drive only. 

The result is a straight-through 1 :1 mechanical 
connection of the engine and transmission 
plus the elimination of all hydraulic fluid slip
page in direct drive. 

SIONAL VIBRATION DAMPERS ADDED 
Since the locked-up mode has eliminated the 
vibration damping effect of the conventional 
fluid coupling, any torsional vibration load 
transmitted by the engine is now absorbed by 
ten damper springs between the lock-up piston 
and the turbine. 

MyMopar.com



Fig. 8 - Ten damper springs absorb any torsional vibra· 
tion load from the engine. 

EE DIFFERENr"" ING --5 
You can't see them, but the springs are color 
coded red, white, or blue. Each engine applica
tion with a lock-up torque converter has its 
own specification on damper springs. There
fore only the identical lock-up_Q_onverter may 
be used for replacement. 

-( Tl Fl CAT 
Lock-up torque converters are identified by a 
decal, applied at the factory, and visible near 
the offset lug on the converter. The decal iden-

WHEN 
LOCK-UP 

Fig. 9 - Lock-up converter has color-coded identifica· 
tion decal near offset lug. 

tifies the converter as lock-up, and indicates 
whether stall speed 1s HIGH ("HS") or LOW 
(' LS"). Also, the color of the decal matches the 
damper spring color and indicates the engine 
application. 

RED: 360 and 400 C.l.D. engine 
WHITE: 318 C.l.D. engine 
BLUE: 225 C.l.D. engine 

Decals with gther colors (Gree�nd Or�ngg) 
indicate non-lock-LIQ tor�ue converters. 

4< OCCURS--------------------

The lock-up mode is activated only in girect 
drive. Even though there 1s some hydraulic 
slippage in all gears, the lock-up feature can
not be applied in low and second gears be
cause lock-up eliminates the torque multiplica
tion necessary for acceleration. This means 
lock-up only occurs after the 2-3 upshift. 

In order to prevent engine lugging due to lock-

up at too low an engine speed, the minimum 
lock-up and disengagement points are approx
imately 24 to 34 mph depending on engine size 
and axle ratio. This means that the minimum 2-
3 shift (light throttle) will occur earlier than the 
minimum lock-up shift. 

At heavier throttle, where the 2-3 shift occurs 
above the minimum lock-up speed, the lock-up 
shift will occur immediately after the 2-3 shift. 
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5 
I 

LOCK-UP 
CONTROL-------------------

Lock-up and unlock are completely automatic 
and are controlled by new circuits in the trans
mission valve body. 

The spool valve you knew in the past as the 
"torque converter control valve" has been 
modified for the lock-up system and is now 
called the 'switch valve.· 

The switch valve provides both the "on" and 
"off' oil pressures which move the lock-up 
piston. 

SWITCH VALVE CONTROLLED BY NEW 
LOCK-UP ULE 
The switch valve will not operate (to activate 
the lock-up piston) until two other control 
valves are switched. These two valves are 
housed in a new lock-up control valve body 

The LOCK-UP VALVE reacts to prop shaft 
speed and automatically directs the switch 
valve to lock up if the vehicle 1s above a certain 
speed 

The FAIL-SAFE VALVE will permit lock-up m 
direct gear only when the transmission front 
clutch has sufficient Rressure. 

Fig. 10 - New lock-up module on valve body holds lock
up valve, fail-safe valve. 

• FAIL-SAFE 
VALVE 
I 

�:\ 
LOCK-UP 

VALVE 

Fig 11 - Both these valves must switch before "switch" 
valve will operate 

The fail-safe valve also provides fast lock-up 
release during a k1ckdown 

The smooth sensing actions of both the lock
up valve and the fail-safe valve are necessary 
for good shift quality. 

IL AGES 
In order to provide the 011 pressures needed to 
move the lock-up piston, there's a new oil pas
sage through the transmission input shaft. 

Fig. 12 - New oil passage through input shaft provides 
hydraulic control of lock-up piston. 
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In the unlocked mode, transmission converter 
pressure is applied through the shaft. The oil 
flows around the unlocked piston face, back 
through the converter and out between the 
reaction shaft and the input shaft. 

When the conditions are right for lock-up, the 
switch valve vents the pressure on the front 

TESTING FOR 
LOCK-UP 

side of the piston. This causes the line pressure 
behind the piston to force it into lock. 

The lock-up friction material and an 0-ring at 
the 1.0. of the piston provide a pressure seal 
across the piston face to keep the converter in 
the locked-up mode. There is an additional lip 
seal located in the 1.0. of the turbine hub to 
prevent internal leakage. 

OPERATION---------

To test for lock-up operation, ifs necessary to 
take the car on the road. A road test will tell you 

Fig 13 - A road test is required to check for proper 
lock-up operation. 

LOCK-UP 
CONVERTER 

if the lock-up clutch is actually locking up and 
whether it is holding or slipping. 

USE A TACHOMETER 
H ook up an accurate engine tachometer and 
watch the engine speed in direct drive. 

Watch the tachometer as you press the acceler
ator to detent position just short of kickdown 
above 50 miles per hour. The tachometer 
should indicate little or no increase in RPM if 
the lock-up clutch is holding properly. 

SLIGHT SLIPPAGE IS OK 
Some lock-up torque converters may show a 
slight momentary increase in RPM during ac
celeration in direct gear. 

If the momentary Increase Is not more than 
250 RPM, the converter may be considered 
normal. 

SERVICING---------

You can test the lock-up converter for proper 
stator clutch operation and the holding ability 
of the transmission clutches just as you would 
with any other converter - by using the famil
iar "stall" test. This test tells if the stator is 
holding and providing the torgue multiP-lica
tion necessary for good acceleration. 

CD 

WHAT THE STALL TEST DOES 
The stall test applies full engine power against 
an unmoving, or "stalled," turbine, stator. and 
transmission. The stall test is done only in di
rect drive. 

Since the impeller is putting full engine power 
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into the converter and it can't get out because 
of the stalled turbine, the transmission oil is 
very quickly heated to the danger point. 

For that reason, do not exceed wide-open 
throttle for longer than necessary to get the 
maximum RPM reading, and never longer 
than five seconds at a time. 

During the stall test. maximum engine speed is 
limited by the restriction of the oil flow as it is 
forced through the (locked) stator. That deter
mines the engine speed you're looking for in 
the chart in the Service Manual. Either faster or 
slower engine speeds than those shown in the 
chart indicate torque converter or other trans
mission problems. 

IF STALL SPEED IS TOO FAST. 
If the stall speed 1s above the specification it 
indicates that something is not "holding the 

engine back" as it should, and only transmis
sion clutch sliP.Rag!! can be the cause. You'll 
have to make transmission oil pressure and air 
pressure checks as shown in the Service Man
ual to determine the cause of the slippage. 

IF STALL SPEED IS TOO SLOW. 
Assuming that the engine is RrORerly tuned 
before running the test, a slower-than-speci
fied stall figure indicates a stator clutch prob
lem. You'll have to make a road test to deter
mine the cause. 

If the stall speeds are 350 to 500 RPM below 
specification, and the vehicle operates prop
erly at highway speeds, but acceleration 
through the gears 1s poor, the stator overrun
ning clutch is sliP.Ring. 

The torque converter should be replaced if this 
fault is confirmed. 

TORQUEFLITE TRANSMISSION STALL SPEED CHART 

Engine 
Cu. In . 

225 

318 CAL H1. Alt 

318 FED 

225 

318 CAL H1 Alt 

318 FED 

360-4 H D  

360-2 

360-2 

360-4 CAL. H1 Alt 

400-4 

400-4 HD 

440-4 

440-4 HP 

TORQUE CONVERTER NOISE 

Transmission 
Type 
A-904 

A-904-LA 

A-904-LA 

A-904-HD 

A-727 

A-727 

A-727 

A-904-LA 

A-727 

A-904-LA 

A-727 

A-727 

A-727 

A-727 

During the stall test. a whining or siren-like 
noise caused by fluid flow is normal with some 
torque converters. 

H owever, if you hear definite metallic noises. 
such as would be caused by loose parts or 
interference inside the torque converter, you 
may have a defective unit. To confirm that the 
noise does originate within the converter, oper
ate the vehicle at light throttle on a hoist with 
the transmission in DRIVE or NEUTRAL. Then 
listen for the noise under the transmission bell 

-

Converter 
Diameter 

housing. 

Stall 
R.P.M. 

1800-2100 

2125-2425 

1700-2000 

1800-2100 

2125-2425 

1700-2000 

2150-2450 

1775-2075 

1775-2075 

2150-2450 

1850-2150 

2300-2600 

1950-2250 

2500-2800 

STALL TEST CAN BE DANGEROUS 
The stall test can be hazardous to perform 
since the engine is in DRIVE and throttle is 
wide open. Be certain to follow the exact pro
cedure and precautions given in your Service 
Manual whenever performing stall tests. 

Overheating the transmission fluid and damag
ing the converter or transmission can also re
sult if the test is not conducted properly. Again, 
follow the Service Manual directions exactly. 

CD 
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THAT'S THE 
SERVICE STORY 8 ON TORQUE CONVERTERS ___ _ 

The lock-up torque converter allows no other 
service operations While in the past you may 
have flushed a converter or replaced a ring 
gear, these procedures are no longer recom
mended In fact, you'll not find a drain plug on 
any Chrysler torque converter, lock-up or 
conventional. 

NO NEW RING GEAR OR BALANCE WEIGHT 
REP C NTS 
In the past, it was acceptable for a ring gear to 
be replaced on a torque converter by grinding 
away the welds, breaking off the gear, and re
welding a new gear in place. This is not recom
mended for the lock-up converter. The same 
restriction applies to the converter balance 
weights on the front cover. In the photo (Fig. 14) 
you can see the normal "heat scars from the 
original ring gear welds at the factory. You can 
also see the bonded friction material close by 
which was installed after the welding opera
tion. If you attempted to re-weld a new ring 
gear or balance weights, the rewelding opera
tion could easily overheat the friction material 
causing it to fail. 

Therefore, in the event of a ring-gear failure the 
entire lock-up converter should be replaced. 

Fig. 14 - Welding "heat scars" show why ring gear re
placement is not recommended. 

NO EXCHANGE APPLICATIONI' 
Even though the overall dimensions are about 
the same, there is no way to use the new lock
up torque converter or the new lock-up valve 
body with any other transmission. 

LOCK-UP COMPONENTS NOT THE SAME 
FOR ALL ENGINES 
You'll also see that lock-up components speci
fied for one engine may not be suitable for 
another car/engine application even if it, too, is 
a lock-up. 

Fig. 15 - Lock-up and non-lock-up components are !!Q!. 
interchangeable. 

Fig. 16- Decal shows converter engine application and 
indicates high stall or low stall stator. 
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At this writing there are 12 different lock-up 
converters. All of these converters can be iden
tified by a decal mounted JUSt inboard of the 2' 
offset drive lug on the converter shell. 

The decal is visible by removing the transmis
sion dust shield and rotating the converter to 
the correct hole in the drive plate. Color-coded 

Fig. 17 - Lock-up converters require lock-up transm1s· 
sion input shafts. 

You'll find a change 

decals indicate whether the converter has a 
high stall (HS) stator or low stall (LS) stator. 
Therefore, follow the background color and 
stall code of the decal to match the converter 
to the correct engine: 

RED 360 and 400 C. I D engine 
WHITE: 225 C I D  engine 
BLUE: 318 C.1.0. engine 

Input shafts to the transmission are also differ
ent for the lock-up converter Conventional 
shafts can not be used for any non-lock-up 
application. 

•r-"'/OWNERS ADVISED ABOUT LOCK-UP 
Owners of new cars equipped with the lock-up 
torque converter will be provided information 
in the Operator's Manual Literature Package 
advising them that they might feel the lock-up 
engagement when it occurs. 

Although most drivers will not be aware of the 
lock-up action. some owners may notice it and 
may require additional assurance that the 
transmission is operating properly. 

in reverse line pressure! 
All automatic transmissions in 1978 are equipped with modulated reverse 
line pressure that provides controlled pressure in reverse gear. Previously, 
reverse line pressure was a constant 260 psi (1793 kPa) throughout the full 
range of throttle operation. This pressure is now modulated from 150 psi 
(1034 kPa) at idle speeds to 260 psi at full throttle operation. This change 
reduces the pressure to which the front clutch seals and reaction shaft seals 
are subjected, providing a beneficial effect on transmission durability and 
reliability. This improvement is accomplished by routing the reverse control 
fluid to the regulator valve, reducing the fluid pressure at closed throttle to 
150 psi. At wide-open throttle, the regulator valve provides the 260 psi 
needed during heavy-duty reverse operation such as backing up grades or 
parking a heavy trailer. However, during normal reverse operation such as 
backing out of a parking space or a driveway, the system is only subjected to 
a pressure of about 160 psi (1103 kPa). �! 
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ELEMENTS IN USE AT EACH POSITION OF THE SELECTOR LEVER 
Clutches Bands 

lever Gear Start Parkinr Front Rear Over· Lock-up (Kickdown) (Low-Rev.) 
Position Ratio Safety Sprar runninr Front 

P-PARK x x 
R-REVERSE 2.21 x 
N-NEUTRAL x 
0-DRIVE 

First 2.45 x x 
Second 1.45 x x 
Direct 1.00 x x x 

2-SECOND 
First 2.45 x x 
Second 1.45 x x 

1-LOW (First) 2.45 x 

AUTOMATIC SHIFT SPEEDS AND GOVERNOR PRESSURE CHART 
(APPROXIMATE MILES PER HOUR) 

Carline 

Engine Cu. In . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  

Axle Ratio . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  
Tire Size . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  

Throttle Minimum 
1-2 Upshift . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • .  
2-3 Upshift ....................... . 
3-1 Downshift . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . .  

Throttle Wide Open 
1-2 Upshift ....................... . 
2-3 Upshift . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • .  

Kickdown Limit 
3-2 WOT Oownshift ............... . 
3-2 Part Throttle Downshift • • • • . . . . • •  
3-1 WOT Downshift .............. . .  

Lock·up Limit 
Minimum in Direct ............... . 

Governor Pressure• 

HNFG 

225 

2.76 
6.95x14 

9-16 
15-25 
8-13 

31-43 
63-76 

6().73 
46-61 
28-35 

27-37 

HNFG 

318 

2.45 
E78x14 

8-16 
15·25 
9-14 

39.54 
79.95 

76-92 
3()..56 
3()..44 

24-29 

RW 

360-4 
Hi. Pert. 

3.21 
H78xl4 

8-15 
15·23 
8-13 

43.56 
78-93 

75.90 
34.57 
34.47 

26-30 

sx 
360-2 

2.45 
GR78xl5 

9-16 
17-25 
9-14 

41-57 
83-100 

79.96 
31-58 
31-46 

26-30 

15 psi . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . .  • . .. . . . 20-22 21-23 20-22 22-24 
40 psi . .  . .  . .  .. . . . .. . .  .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 47-53 60-66 60-66 62·69 
60 psi . .. . .  . .  .. .. .. . . .  . . .  .. .. . .  .. .. 66-72 83-90 81-88 87-94 

·Governor pressure should be from zero to 1.5 psi at stand still or downshift may not occur. 

c 
400·2 
400-4 

2.71 
HR78x15 

9-16 
15·25 
8-13 

37-52 
77-92 

73-89 
30-56 
29·43 

23-26 

21-23 
59-66 
82·90 

Rear 

x 

x 

c 
400-4 
&440 

Hi. Perf. 

2.71 
JR78x15 

8-15 
15-23 
8-13 

38-53 
77.93 

74.90 
29-54 
29-43 

(None) 

21-23 
58-65 
81-88 

NOTE: Figures given are typical for other models. Changes in tire size or axle ratio will cause shift points to 
occur at corresponding higher or lower vehicle speeds. 
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OIAI NOIH 01 GllNDINO 

::r 
REMOVE THE TRANSMISSION 

ANO CONVERTER ASSEMIL Y 

DISASSEMBLE CLEAN AND 

INSPECT All PARTS CLEAN 

THE VALVE BODY NSTAll 

All NEW SEALS RINGS AND 

GASKETS REPLACE WORN 

OR DEFECTIVE PARTS 

TIANSMISSION HAS IUZZ 

01 WHINE 

I
NO DHllS NISINT 

REMOVE VALVE BODY 

D SASSEMILE CLEAN ANO 

NSPECT PARTS REASSEMBLE 

INSTALL CHECK OPERATION 

ANO PRESSURES 

DIA G N OS IS GUIDl · AINOIMAl NOI SE 

INSPECT AND CORRECT THE 

TRANSMISSION FLU D LEVEl 

ROAD TEST TO YER FY THAT AN 

AINOlMAL NOISfEXISTS IDENTIFl 
THE TYPE OF NOISE, OlllVING 

RANGES, AND CONDITIONS 

WHEN THE NOISE OCCURS 

WHINI 01 IUIZ NOIH 

I 

LISTEN TO TR�SMISS ON 

AND CONVUTER FOR 

SOURCE OF NOISE 

REMOVE THE TRANSMISSION 

PAN INSPECT FOi DURIS 

INOICAT NG WORN OR 

FAILED PARTS 

REPLACE TORQUE CONVERTER 

ICNOC1C, CllCIC, 
01 SCIA'I NOISI 

1 
REMOVE TORQUE CONVERTER 

AND INSPECT FOR LOOSE 

OR CRACKED CONVERTER 

DRIVE PLATE INSPECT FOR 

CONTACT Of THE STAIJU 

DRIVE WITH THE 

STARTER RING GEAR 

CONVllTll HAS LOUD 
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THE fOlLOWING LEAKS MAY IE COHECTED 
WITHOUT REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION 

MANUAL LEVEi SHAfT Oil SEAL 

flllEI T\JIE O' llNG 
'llSSUH OAUOI ,LUO 

NEUUAL STAIT SWITCH 
PAN GASKET 

Oil COOlEI fllTINGS 

EXTfNSION HOUSING TO CASE GASKET 
EXTENSION HOUSING TO CASE IOLTS 

EXTENSION HOUSING YOKE SEAL 

5'UDOMET£1 ADAPTH '0' llNG 

flONT IAND ADJUSTING SCIEW 

DIAGNOSIS OUIDl·PLUID LIAKS 

VISUAll Y INSPECT POI SOUICI Of LUK If 
TIU SOUICI! Of LEAK CANNOT H IEADIL Y 
D£fEIMINl!D, CLEAN THI! UTHIOI Of THE 

TIANSloiUSSION CHECK TIANSloiUSSION FlUID 

_i: 

LEVEL COHECT If NfCISSAIY 

l 1 
THE POllOWING lEAKS HQUllE REMOVAL Of 
THI! TIANSMISSION AND TORQUE CONVHTH 

POI COHECTION 

TIANSMISSION flUID LEAKING flOM THE 
LOWH fDOf or TH! CONVHTH HOUSJN01 

CAUSED IY flONT PUMP SEAL, PUM' TO CASI! 
SEAL, 01 TORQUE CONVHTEI WUD 

CIACKED 01 POROUS 
TIANSMISSION CASE 

DIAGNOSIS OUIDl·VIHICU Will NOT MOVI 

!CHECK THE TIANSMISSION FLU'°! 
LEVfl. IEPOIE STARTING THE 

ENGINE If NO fLUID IS VISllLE 
ON THE DIP' STICK ADD flUID 

TO THI! L' MAllC IEPOIE 
STARTING THE ENGINE THEN 

STAIT THE ENGINE WITH THI! 
TIANSMISSION IN NEUTRAL AND 

LISTEN FOi NOISE 

AINC>aMAL NOlll, 

NO AINOIMAL NO ... 
STOP' ENGINE IMMEDIATELY, •D 

REMOVE THE TIANSMISSION AN 
MOVE THE SELECTOR TO A CONVHTEI Ai AN ASSEMIL Y 

POIWAID DllVE IANGE AND DISASSEMIL , CLEAN AND 

OISHVE THE PIOP'ELLEI SHAfT INSPECT All 'AITS CLEAN 

FOi T\JINING 
VALVE IODY INSTALL All NEW 

SEALS, I NGS, AND GASICETS 
IEP'LACE WOIN 01 DEFECTIVE 

'AITS I _i: ::I. 

PIOP&La IHAn TUINI PIOPIUll IHAn DOB NOT 

IUT IEAI WHEELS DO NOT T\llN, 

TUIN, INSP'ECT FOi HOKEN REMOVE THE TRANSMISSION OIL 

IEAI AXLE P'AITS P'AN INSPECT FOi DENIS. 

i: 
NO DRiii ..... ,._,. 

IEMOVE VAlVE IODY 
HMOVE TIANSMISSION AND 

CONVl!ml AS AN ASSIMILY1 
DISASSE/IULE ClUN AND DtSASSEMILE. Cll!AN AND 

INSPECT All P'AITS IEASSEMILf. 
INSHCT All ,AITS, Cll!AN THI INSTALL AND 
VALVE IODY INSTALL All NIW 

CHECK P'IESSUIES HALS, llNGS, ANO OASUTS,, 
AND OP'ElATION ll!PlACf WOIH OI 

IDEfl!CTIVI! PAm. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: The first three questions are mult1ple-cho1ce type Circle the letter in front of the statement which you 
think Is correct For example, 1f your choice 1n question number 1 is C, put a circle around 1t, lrke this@ Questions 4 
through 10 are TRUE OR FALSE type Put a mark after TRUE (g] 1f you think the statement is correct Put a mark after 
FALSE [811f you think the statement is incorrect Be sure to write your name In the space provided After completing the 
quiz turn 1t in to your Meeting Leader 

1. Impeller speed ls always the same as: 

A. Engine RPM 
8. Turbine RPM 
C. Neither of the above 

2. In a conventional (non-lock-up) torque con
verter, the transmission ln�ut comes from: 

A. The impeller 
8. The turbine 
C. The stator 

3. Torque multlpllcatlon Is achieved when the 
stator: 

A. Turns backward 
8. Free-wheels forward 
C. Locks in place 

4. The lock-up torque converter locks the tur
bine to the stator In direct drive. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

5. It's posslble for lock-up to occur befor_! the 2-3 
upshlft depending on prop shaft speed. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

6. A new "switch valve" In the valve body acti
vates the lock-up piston. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

7. The switch valve wlll cause lock up when 
either the fall-safe valve or the lock-up valve 
are activated. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

8. The stall test Is used to test the stator clutch 
and transmission clutches for their holding 
ablllty. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

9. A faulty ring gear may be replaced on a lock
up torque converter. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 

10. The lock-up torque converter can be used on 
any transmission If you match the color code 
to the engine. 

TRUE 0 FALSE 0 
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